Trainees Here Not Affected By News of Units Disbanding

According to Major Darlington, the news received Friday that most specialized training courses will be eliminated in order to enlarge the fighting army, has no immediate effect on the ASTP students at CFS. It is his understanding that they will be given at least six weeks warning before any courses are closed.

The present engineering course is slated to end in August. The last of the three terms into which the work is divided will end February 15.

After about 110,000 specialized training units are transferred from the training centers to combat units, the only ASTP courses will be advanced ones in medicine, aviation, engineering. The ASTP was organized in December, 1941, for soldiers who had gone through basic training and showed special aptitude in technical studies. It is believed now because the course at RPM short of its goal, it is evident that this procedure will prevent the speedy induction of fallers.

First President Sets Standards High For Growth of Nation

"The name of AMERICAN, which belongs to you, in your own language, is the American Republic. With slight shades of difference, you have the same aspirations. 'They were a nation of statesmen, who thought for each other, and were, nevertheless, essentially self-sufficient. Little wonder, that he led our forefathers through our Nation's fight for Independence. And, from that day on, the ill-armed Army has grown one of the greatest of World Powers.

Could General Washington have seen the gallant sons of this nation, who were to be the梦想 of a Nation of statesmen, who thought for each other, in the near future. Those who paid the income tax, in the future of the United States, will find the wealth of the nation more valuable, and the thought of our forefathers will be realized as the dream of the Nation of statesmen, who thought for each other."

"The Constitution."

President Speaks

Monday, Tuesday, and Wednesday evening during the week that the college will hold a Three-night series of addresses on the subject, "The Church in the Post-War World." The series, according to Dr. John R. Rees, an alumnus of the College of Puget Sound, "Education for Tomorrow," will be delivered in the College of Puget Sound Auditorium. "Dr. Rees is the president of the College of Puget Sound." The addresses will be given each night at 8:00 o'clock. The subject will be chosen by Dr. Thompson, the president of the College of Puget Sound, and will be one of the most important addresses in the history of the College."
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Oh, Capt. Smith, Oh, CPS, Oh, CPS; You e verythi ng yo u, o ur a cade m y and we l o t a lso.
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CPVS vs PLC
Our Gym
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Admission: StudentBody Cards
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DISTINCTIVE PRINTING
Allstrom Printing Co.
714 Pacific Ave.
Main 6768
Gammas "Amazon's Leading Martial Setup at Midway"

That cheer crie nears to be heard, as the hands of the dance. The Delta Gamma society meeting round the double rough wheels is well on its way to the beginning of the first step, the cheer-led. The Lambda women, in reverse and come out to defeat the top place Index by a score of 5-2, in the second game in which the Lambda forwards converted 7 of the 11 points in winning the game. The Lambda front nine first starting forwards, Berta Foss was high point man for the Lambda team with seven points.

The Lambda Logie came out again as they need not the "point belts" by a free foul shot made good by Dorothy Donaldson in the closing minutes of the 113 game. The Beta Logie broke the one point jinx Wednesday afternoon as they defeated the Theta 11.

Yesterday in one of the hardest games of the season, the league leaders came through again and won their game by knocking one basket in the 113 game --- but a large enough margin to win the game and a score of 18-10. The Lambda forwards, in completely good play, were the Theta girls who were the best in the game, and made it a very exciting game, by wearing the second game of the season when Abigail Marchand managed to drop the winning basket. Friday's game was expected to be a hard contest.

Standings to date:

W  L  T
Gammas
Windex 9 0 1
Inde 1 3 0
Lambdas 0 3 0
Thetas 2 0 0

FROM WHERE WE SIT

As the Civilian Loggers walked off with the hooping tournament in first rate style, we find that not only did they chalk up some fine victories, but some well-remembered players.

We'll miss seeing Ron "Budweiser Long Legs" Button, who left the last week for the air corps, and will likely be back next week for the air corps, and will likely be back next week.

As spring is coming, we are passing the gym up to take a bird's-eye view of the track where several of the colder enthusiasts have been spending time daily. Wesley Paul, the boy with two names, has been doing his two hours of training daily in preparation for the 440. He's going to break the CPS record set last year by Jimmy Wallers, who is now an air cadet.

From the looks of this, Capt. Smith might soon be dubbed "Coach" as he does his best keeping his team in line as well as giving pep talks at the half. Also we were happy to see Major Darlington, HIMSELF, sitting on the side lines.

Tell going to be mighty good to see our friends the Bellhams Vikings playing your fine floor once again. It's been rumored that the Vikings are out to kill, and having seen them strut their stuff against the University varsity, we know that they can really handle a ball --- there's some real competition for you A.T.U.'s. When ya see ya, can you wax'em?

From the looks of some of those trainees PG classes, we're willing to bet that there are plenty of good athletes who are keeping their talents hidden, just how much encouragement would it take to talk you fella's into strutting your stuff? Must come mighty hard to the likes of times again, as we see "Smitty," last year's basketball mancourage, hard at all around favor; out there rosin' for the maroon and whigers again. All the boys are plenty to favor, but he has his own rooting section made up of Jason Toots and Burt Rank.

BOXING BOUTS THRILL CROWD AS CO. A VS. CO. B IN MATCH

Kratoff's Superior Punching Defeats Buck, With Ray Wetzel Loses to Cal Kelsey by Decision; Blazer Wins by TKO; Spunky Gentile Also Wins.

Last night before a crowd of three and hundred people, Coach Robert Goodwin presented a two-fight program that had every boxing fan in the place demanding more. The boys participated to best of the 232 fellows in the army unit. Four unit class shi"s were at stake, light-heavyweight, junior-middleweight, middleweight and middleweight.

Kelsey hit wetzel with every blow that the referee, and was permitted to knock out the former game. It was game little Wetzel. In the second round, Kelsey had his own right, but clearly and clearly the situation of Wetzel was roped several times as the courage in the world refused to go down in the decision but everyone said was a hard battle between.

The first bout a four for the light-heavyweight, was fought by Bob and Angelo Caprara. The round was pretty much a tuck but in the second round: devastating blow began to be felt and Kelsey was Trotsky's feet when the Kelsey Top broke, and Wetzel won by TKO.

The second class for the unit Jr. middleweight championship was between Lennie Dickies of Brooklyn and Dick Miller from Ohio. Dickies drew first blood with a hard right to the face. Miller was a very fast moving boy, back his longer, but Dickies followed him around using left and right trading hooks and cut his nose both the rounders Miller got the worst of it. Dickies won the decision and claim the championship.

The two boys fighting for the middleweight championship were Blondin's Drury Buck and De-troit's Ernie Krajac. Both boys were very fast but Krajac's imper- rering punching power and experience kept Buck on the defensive most of the time. Although Dudley did a masterful job of blocking every move and now Ernie came to lists him flash-footed and landed plenty of jabs for the rounds.

The second point, Company A was leading by 10 points. Then the slug fest continued.

As the middleweight special event "Cal" Kelsey from Connecticut took Ray Wetzel, Company B's man who was a fight fan's dream, slugging all the way. In the first two rounds
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From "caricato from Carrick" to Caricato

To strike up friendship, your Yank oil-driller in South America may shout "Cara," and he's said, I'm poor, worlds. Coca-Cola stands for the peace which renews, it has become our general gesture of friendliness everywhere --- just as is at home with Coca-Cola in your refrigerator.

BOTTLED AT THE COCA-COLA BOTTLING CO. BY THE COCA-COLA BOTTLING COMPANY

Caricato --- It's even for people named "Caricato." That's how he's called. In this case, it's a nickname for a price of $5.10.